Aspen Pittman’s designs have been coveted by legendary musicians and record producers for over 40 years. Aspen’s best selling Tube Amp Book has sold over 140,000 copies.
He has designed dozens of award winning tube guitar amps, stage and studio microphones,
and built over a dozen unique electron vacuum tube designs from scratch.
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Aspen’s patented inventions, such as the Speaker Emulator, changed the way we record
guitar, and his Center Point Stereo technology will forever change the way we produce
live music. Aspen’s audio designs have earned multiple utility patents both in the USA and
TEC award for best microphone design.
aspen pittman designs.

Center Point Stereo - Stereo Everywhere!
The Spacestation v.3 and new Spacestation XL
stereo speaker technology capable of creating a 3D ‘beyond
stereo’ image throughout the venue (300° dispersion!) and
all from a single speaker. CPS must be heard to be believed!
The perfect partner for all stereo keyboards, stereo guitar
processors, and for stereo based vocals. Add a mixer, and
CPS monitors can support the whole band, serving as both
mains and monitor system. The band and audience hear
exactly the same mix in big 3D stereo … no matter where
they are!
Choose the groundbreaking SS3 compact 32lb marvel
that delivers 106+dB SPL for small to medium venues, and
has set the audio world on it’s ear since it’s introduction.
Or if you need ‘more’, the new SXL at twice the size and
power with a frequency response from 50Hz to 20KHz (no
Sub required) for those larger and louder venues. The SXL
also has two independent channels so players using two
keyboards won’t need a mixer.

The Duo Tonic guitar tone pedal

The DT1
Aspen’s unique “Dual Top” design is a Hi-Def
condenser microphone perfect for stage or
studio, voice or instrument, delivering incredible
detail and his signature warm vocal tone. Or you
can unscrew the foam cushioned top and it is
the perfect choice for virtually every instrument
application!

The PFM and PFM+
Aspen’s acoustically transparent louvered steel
nating the “plosives,” safeguarding studio vocal
tracks. The PFM easily attaches magnetically to
any shock mount with a steel core (as most have),
but also comes with a mating steel XL jam ring for
use with any gooseneck.

Aspen’s newest design for the guitarist combines
a classically voiced “two pentode” all tube high
gain channel that has a full range of tone and
timbre controls, as well as two vintage inspired
SS overdrive circuits. Dual OD options driving a
dual tube gain channel provides a Duo Tonic for
reviving your tone!

